Brookhaven Councilman Dan Panico Guest Lectures at St. Joseph's College Political Science Class
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Farmingville, NY - On March 22, Brookhaven Town Councilman Dan Panico addressed a political science class at St. Joseph's College, taught by Professor Chad Lupinacci.

"I am always happy to make myself available to speak to our youth regarding my role as an elected official in Town government and how the government at all levels affects people's lives," commented Brookhaven Town Councilman Dan Panico. "This marked the second occasion that I had the opportunity to address a class at St. Joseph's College. I was again impressed with the students' perceptive nature of their government and the array of subjects that were of importance. The discussion covered a wide range of topics from Town economics and red-light cameras to the ongoing struggles in the Middle East."

St. Joseph's College is located in Patchogue at the intersection of Sunrise Highway and Waverly Avenue.

"Councilman Panico is among the premier speakers I have ever had guest lecture during one of my classes. His perspective as a young elected official is very refreshing and corresponds well with my college students. The amount of discussion and questions he elicits from interacting with the students is a clear demonstration that he conveys his sentiments and connects with people quite well," commented Professor Lupinacci. "I look forward to having him attend and guest lecture later in the semester at an honors course that I also teach."
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